Technology of Web GIS and Mobile GIS for Airport Business Area Development
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Abstract—Indonesia has 296 airports officially managed by the government, covering 13 airports managed by PT Angkasa Pura I, 13 airports are managed by PT Angkasa Pura II, 53 airports are managed by the National Army (TNI), 178 airports are managed by Airport Operator Unit of the Ministry of Transportation and lastly, 39 airports are managed by UPT Local Government. Using technology of web GIS and mobile GIS for airport business area development, help User in determining the airport in Indonesia that have the potential based on the local APBD and the local PDRB, in airport area and the potential of local business area development, more flexible and timely, that is real-time and provide easy-to-use information, can be visualized by mapping thematic, labeling, symbolizing, querying and preparing summary reports.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Map is a source of information about the earth surveyed using geodesy techniques, map processing is scattered in various disciplines in which the map is included as a special image type [1]. Digital methods for digital learning, today's digital media technology has given a significant effect [2]. Over the past decade many free software for storage, analysis and visualization, such as desktop GIS, remote sensing software, GIS servers, some of which should be considered are functionality, license types and limitations, developer features and community users, and more [3]. Smartphones have the ability to record GPS data systematically, spatially (GPS coordinates) and temporal information (speed and time) are used to calculate the possibility of data for a particular path [4]. Global Navigation System has changed share information and geospatial data in the field. Along with wireless networking technology, allow user-connected fields, and stream large
geospatial data from web-servers, geospatial data is more flexible and timely, data using smartphone-based and web-based GIS systems, that is real-time and provide easy-to-use information, can be visualized by mapping thematic, labeling, symbolizing, querying and preparing summary reports [5]. more people with opportunities to contribute and consume information relevant to their current location, privacy implications associated with constant locational aware smartphone usage while applied researchers are measuring spatial cognitive abilities using empirically bound approaches, how smartphone users perceive implications associated with privacy and spatial cognitive abilities as a result of smartphone use for location based queries [6].

Indonesia has 296 airports officially managed by the government, covering 13 airports managed by PT Angkasa Pura I, 13 airports are managed by PT Angkasa Pura II, 53 airports are managed by the National Army (TNI), 178 airports are managed by Airport Operator Unit of the Ministry of Transportation and lastly, 39 airports are managed by UPT Local Government [7].

The purpose of this study to determine the location of airport in Indonesia using technology of web GIS and mobile GIS, the potential of local expenditure budget (APBD) and local Gross Domestic Product (PDRB). The benefits of this research to help User in determining the airport in Indonesia that have the potential based on the local APBD and the local PDRB, using technology of web GIS and mobile GIS for airport business area development.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The population in this research is all airports managed by the government of 296 airports. The sampling technique was
performed using stratified random sampling and 172 airports were produced. The Airport Performance variables including: Aircraft Arrival, Aircraft Departure, Passenger Departure, Passenger Arrival, Baggage Unloaded, Baggage Loaded, Cargo Unloaded, Cargo Loaded. The variable of APBD including: Revenue, Origin Revenue (PAD), Revenue of separated assets, Expenditure, Local Capital Expenditure, and Investment of Local Capital. The research variables include the variable of Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP) including: Water supply, Sewerage, Waste Management and Remediation Activities; Wholesale and Retail Trade; Repair of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles; Accommodation and Food Service Activities; Financial and Insurance Activities; Business Activities; Public Administration and Defense, Compulsory Social Security; Education; Human Health and Social Work Activities; Other Services Activities; Gross Regional Domestic Product; Manufacturing; Electricity and Gas.

GIS has the ability to map and analyze spatial data with spatial analysis (spatial analysis) and analysis time (temporal analysis), generating an integrated analysis covering all aspects, in this research using technology of web GIS and mobile GIS to determine the location of airport and the potential of local business area development.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

From the analysis results on the map view can know which region has the potential of local expenditure budget (APBD) and local Gross Domestic Product (PDRB) in airport area and the potential of local business area development, as shown in the following figure.

![Display Airport MAP in Indonesia](image1)

Fig. 1. Display Airport MAP in Indonesia
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Fig. 2. Displaying Airport Data Based on Airport Ranking

![Mobile Airport App Menu](image3)

Fig. 3. Mobile Airport App Menu

Image above explains the data that appears click on the potential of local expenditure budget (APBD) and local Gross Domestic Product (PDRB) in airport area and the potential of local business area development using Web GIS. The data will shows 172 results, where this amount includes the area is potentially of local expenditure budget (APBD) and local Gross Domestic Product (PDRB).
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using technology of web GIS and mobile GIS for airport business area development, help User in determining the airport in Indonesia that have the potential based on the local APBD and the local PDRB, in airport area and the potential of local business area development, more flexible and timely, that is real-time and provide easy-to-use information, can be visualized by mapping thematic, labeling, symbolizing, querying and preparing summary reports.
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